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The Art of Cultural Connection 
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Thanks to our partners in this project Rhian Williams and Parry Agius of Cultural Safety Australia and 
Aboriginal Artist Allan Sumner. 

A bit about myself and AOGP: We are a not-for-profit looking at ways to provide support for general 
practice and effective health care. Acknowledge NPY Women’s Council for photo. 

Describe the story of this project—quote from Parry—‘we have people who are trained as health 
professionals and consumers, both have experiences as individuals in their own right, so bringing 
these together. People providing these services have the knowledge of the individual and community 
to impart that knowledge effectively. And from the consumer perspective trust is required which only 
comes about through relationships”  

This accords with my understanding of consultations where I talk about the connection model. I also 
feel like I’m preaching to the converted with a rural and remote crowd who inherently get this 
connection concept as it’s part of day to day existence and work practice. Every consultation is an 
opportunity and a risk and can influence future interactions with the health care system and health 
outcomes. 

We are well aware of the evidence linking art and health. So we had this plan (at the beginning we 
were intending to deliver a talk on the progress of the work but we’ve hit some hurdles along the way). 

Outline the plan—8 artists 8 doctors—shared piece of artwork. 

Children’s book—every waiting room in Australia—learning, starting conversations, seeing the doctors 
learn from their patients.  

A short documentary of the process and outcomes is also in the works. 

Australia Council for the Arts application was deemed suitable but unsuccessful in receiving funding. 
We have since explored other funding options so far with limited success. This began with an 
approach to a company with philanthropic intent around medicine and the arts. 

Defn 

(of a person or organization) seeking to promote the welfare of others; generous and 
benevolent. 

They wanted to know what payback they would get for their investment., so that didn’t sound too 
philanthropic to us. 

Wanted to give money to something more sexy like cancer cure. Why doesn’t society understand that 
prevention and social inclusion etc is where health outcomes need to be generated?—quote Mike 
Daube from 2011—2% of health expenditure on prevention. 

Why do we need to spend more money on research for ‘new’ things when we know many of the 
required answers now? The best health dollars are spent on prevention and primary care—everyone 
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wants to go in the health research lottery on the hope of some substantial windfall—its human 
nature—why invest in a term deposit with a 5% return when you could pick up 120% on a speculative 
stock? You could lose your money as well. The difference might be that it’s not you that receives all of 
the benefit—as all other aspects of the health system and the individual’s life are affected so it is 
much harder to measure. 

Show the evidence for connection empathy with people leading to better health outcomes and lower 
cost, also to unlearning of disease-focused models of care to focus on the individual. 

So we need to change the rhetoric and understanding around effective preventive strategies and 
longer term goals. I think it needs to be community driven and by health professionals, we can’t wait 
for government to change culture and attitudes. I think we have a project here which could tick some 
of those boxes and we will get it up and running but we’re open to any advice to help make it happen 
or improve its ability to deliver the message. 

Presenter 

Dr Tim Kelly is a rural GP with a longstanding interest in education, to promote the benefits of high-
quality health care and rural and remote practice. In addition to regular rural locum work, he is 
currently Chief Executive Officer of AOGP, a not-for profit education and service provider for general 
practice. He also works for the SA Rural Workforce Agency as Medical Director of the South 
Australian Virtual Emergency Service (SAVES) Program. This involves coordinating and providing 
emergency telemedicine service to small SA rural and remote hospitals and support for nurses and 
GPs. The Art of Cultural Connection project was developed in partnership with Cultural Safety 
Australia, Aboriginal Artist Allan Sumner and other interested colleagues. We want to connect 
Aboriginal artists with doctors and make a real and long-lasting difference to a shared understanding 
of the challenges faced by all. 
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